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I. Introduction

Glimm and Fabrey have constructed [6; 4] a Hubert space ̂  for a simplified
version of the :Φ4: model in quantum field theory for 3 space- time dimensions
with space cutoff by using a sequence of truncated exponentials involving α*(ι;)
to define the dressing transformation, where

v(kly k29 k39 k4) =

The space cutoff is h, kt eR2, μ(kt) = (μ$ + |fcj|2)1/2. For v of a more general form,
lower parameter 7, and upper cutoff σ, they show convergence o f ( f j σ φ , fjσιp)e~x(σ}

for φ9 ψ in a dense subset 2 of Fock space, as σ-» oo. fjσ is a truncated version
of ea*(v} and X(σ) is the renormalization. The closure of the inductive limit of
fj@ over the lower parameters defines a Hubert space which carries a Weyl
representation of the CCR (canonical commutation relations).

The Bargmann-Segal complex wave representation for the free field has as
Hubert space H2(K'CX, dμ\ the completion of the tame holomorphic functionals
on K'cx, the complex distributions, which are square-in tegrable with respect to
the Gaussian cylinder set measure μ on K'. The finite-dimensional case has been
discussed by Bargmann [1] and the infinite dimensional case by Segal [15; 16].
Creation operators on H2(K',dμ] are diagonalized and annihilation operators
are differentiations.

We construct an analogue to the complex wave representation for the inter-
action case as a countable inductive limit of spaces of the following form: com-
pletion of the tame holomorphic functionals on K'cx in the space of functionals
which are square integrable with respect to a countably additive measure as-
sociated with TJ. This space carries a representation of the CCR for which creation
is a multiplication operator and annihilation is, formally, differentiation plus
multiplication by the log derivative of 7}. The representation is unitarily equiv-
alent to the Glimm-Fabrey representation.

For a fixed lower parameter j and upper cutoff σ we construct H2(K', dηjσ),
where dηjσ = \Tjσ\

2 \\Tjσ\\~2dμ. In order to show that the ηjσ converge to a count-
ably additive measure, we analyze the characteristic functions Ljσ(h) of ηjσ and,
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